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Abstract—Journalism in the UK straddles the divide between high- and middle-skilled employment. Since the 1970s those determined to be middle-skilled have been vulnerable to increasing difficulty in finding employment, deepening insecurity of employment and limited opportunities for advancement as work has been routinized and off-shored. This is especially so for young people. Moreover, journalism is also a short-term career. However, at the same time, journalism has significantly upskilled through graduatisation, and currently the most favoured route into journalism is through a postgraduate taught (PGT) qualification, such as a Master’s degree. This study examines the career experiences of 889 alumni of a PGT newspaper journalism course and maps them to employment trends. It is argued that the socially responsible approach is to prepare alumni for life during and after journalism through the development of their employability, rather than focusing on their immediate employment prospects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970s employment in the United Kingdom has been hollowed out resulting in occupational polarisation. This has meant a decline in the numbers of middle-skilled jobs and increases in both low- and high-skilled employment. However, since the mid-1990s the increase in high-skilled employment has been significantly greater than that in low-skilled employment, resulting in overall upskilling. This has been associated with graduatisation - more graduates doing graduate jobs – as the number graduated from university has risen until by 2013 they numbered 12m.1 This has meant that middle-skilled workers have had either to upskill or face relatively fewer opportunities in low-skilled work. While levels of employment insecurity have not worsened, insecurity has deepened for the already insecure. Greater employment stability has also made it more difficult to get a job, and once in employment to move to a better job. The young (18-29 year olds) have been most affected by these latter trends. The most vulnerable workers, therefore, have been those in middle-skilled occupations (or young people qualified for this type of work) which can be routinized, especially but not exclusively through the application of technologies, and off-shored. Crudely, employment opportunities in the UK for those with mid-level skills have been disappearing.2 This has coincided with the specificities of a secular decline in the traditional modern mass media with associated losses of jobs.3

Journalism in the UK has traditionally straddled the divide between middle- and high-skilled employment.4 Consequently, it has exhibited many of the characteristics of occupational polarisation, starting with the early introduction of ‘new technologies’ in the 1970s and continuing on to engagement with social media in the 2000s. While, initially, the direct negative impact of these developments was felt chiefly by middle-skilled non-journalist media technicians (print workers, tape editors, sound recordists, etc.), they have increasing impacted on journalists through the reassignment of tasks and the abolition of roles.5 The regional and local press

---


has been disproportionately affected by this trend: it was estimated that a quarter of all journalism jobs were lost from this sector in the five years after 2009 as 242 titles closed.\(^5\) Even editors’ roles have been abolished; sub-editing work has been transferred to production hubs (a kind of internal offshoring); photographers have been done away with; foreign bureaux closed, desks of executives dismantled.\(^7\) Tunstall viewed journalism in this press as composed chiefly of routine white collar work.\(^6\) Yet at the same time journalism has been incrementally graduatized, following the introduction of postgraduate taught (PGT) programmes in the 1970s and undergraduate courses in the 1990s.\(^7\) By 2014 more than 60 universities were offering such courses.\(^10\) Specifically, after 1992 and the expansion of higher education in the UK, more than twenty new PGT journalism programmes were introduced, and the number of students enrolled in these rose from fewer than 400 in 1996-1997 to more than 3,000, according to the Higher Education Statistical Agency.\(^1\) It was estimated that in 2012 between 22% and 34% of journalists held a PGT qualification, 53% of which were in journalism. This had become the favoured contemporary route into the occupation.\(^12\) At the same time, and in line with the experiences of a number of other Western countries, UK journalists were ageing: between 2001/2002 and 2012 the proportion aged 40 and over rose from 32% to 50-60%.\(^13\) This increased stability has also made it more difficult for entrants to land a job and, allied to declining employment mobility, if they were successful, to move to a better job.\(^14\) A survey conducted in 2012 suggested a generationally bifurcated occupation.\(^15\)

In 2012 the media recorded the largest relative national decline among equivalent occupations in graduate vacancies (-50%): not surprisingly, job applications from graduates fell, too (by 12%), and graduate salaries, although rising, were among the lowest.\(^16\) Nevertheless, there was evidence that the expectation that entrants into the labour market would be better qualified led to a decline in workplace upskilling and a greater reliance on pre-employment preparation at a time when PGT fees were uncapped and universities were charging ‘market prices’.\(^17\) Nationally, graduates were more likely to be in middle-skilled employment in 2014 than they were twenty


\[10\] See https://www.journalism.co.uk/study-qualifications-degree-diploma-certificate-postgraduate/s31/.


\[14\] Gregg and Gardiner, 2015, pp. 7-9.

\[15\] Spilsbury, 2013.


years previously. The number of young people (aged 18-29) in insecure employment also rose by a fifth over the same period.18 Young people aspiring to become journalists were at risk of finding it difficult to land a job, being overqualified for the employment opportunities on offer, being vulnerable to employment insecurity, and confronting restricted career progression.

Although reliable data were difficult to come by, there was a general consensus that a career in journalism was short and often neither continuous nor permanent.19 The UK Labour Force Survey estimated that a half of journalists were aged under 40 years.20 As the veteran journalist Michael Parkinson, who began an apprenticeship in the 1950s, observed, ‘the continuity, the job for life I was given, isn’t there [now].’21 The underlying employment reality was not lost on students: one PGT alumna noted, ‘When I started out I was convinced that this would be my career forever. … But things change. … It’s not a contest to see who can stick it out the longest’.22 The editors of a global survey of journalists concluded that, ‘In many countries, young people become journalists to gain some experience before leaving for more lucrative and stable jobs in other fields’.23 Davidson and Meyers characterised journalism as ‘a stepping-stone occupation and one that fits the lifestyle and financial needs of young workers’: their exploration of journalists’ life histories suggested that ‘journalists view the possibility of occupational exit as probable, some plan it in advance and many take advantage of the capital accumulated as journalists to nourish themselves moving forward’.24

students graduating from PGT journalism courses could expect to leave the occupation (voluntarily or otherwise) long before retirement. Given the abolition of compulsory retirement and the delay in allowing access to State pension provision, their working lives may extend to a second career which actually lasts longer than that as a journalist. Even among a sample of highly-experienced Australian journalists who lost their journalism jobs, only 28% returned to full-timejournalism; in the UK the figure was 18%; in the US 6%. By choice, or as a function of contextual circumstances, a university journalism course, it would seem, should be a preparation for lifelong portfolio employment as much as, if not more than, for than an immediate, and perhaps only, job in journalism.

Using the published data on the career experiences of 889 alumni of the newspaper journalism PGT programme at City University London from the period 1983-2012, this study explored the balance within and between journalism and non-journalism employment among this cohort over 30 years. Like many such programmes, this one claimed to prepare students for ‘a first job in newspaper journalism’. Even so, never more than two-thirds of alumni opted for such jobs on graduation and for twenty years the number was just over a half. There was an even larger fall-off in the numbers of alumni taking first jobs in the regional and local press – from just over a half to an eighth. Furthermore, even among the most recent graduates, only just over a third stayed in newspaper journalism: among the cohort which graduated between twenty and 30 years ago, the figure was a fifth.

II. EMPLOYABILITY

University programmes in the UK are charged with delivering recognised ‘graduate characteristics’ as part of the maintenance of academic standards. Nevertheless, students and faculty did not always look beyond immediate employment as an objective. The web site of City University’s Journalism Department in 2015 declared, ‘Our success is measured in our graduates’ success’, and went on to claim, ‘Last year 96 per cent of our MA graduates found employment within six months’. Students balanced pragmatic and idealistic views of their career prospects. This both reflected and stimulated debate about the nature and purpose of journalism as a field of study at university level, much of it pivoted around the relationship with the employment of graduates. This debate was underpinned by a lack of consensus on what journalism education ought to be – the identification and application of abstracted knowledge as a means to attain ‘conventional professional respectability’ founded in a critical, evaluative and reflexive practice, or the acquisition of a rhetoric of expertise as a marker of belonging through the operationalisation of existing practices. Representing the expectations of, on the one hand, the academy and, on the other hand, the mass media industries, they required divergent masteries, and were measured differently. For media institutions, the primary requirement was the attainment of ‘entry-level skills’ – hence the location of journalism education in the US, Australia and elsewhere primarily at undergraduate level. The provision of university journalism programmes in the UK initially (and for two decades, exclusively) at PGT level but as diplomas, not Master’s degrees, was predicated on them being conversion courses specifically designed for initial employment and offering an intensive version of an undergraduate programme.

Employability, on the other hand, was defined as more than just getting a job but inter alia as have the potential to be successful in an occupation and in employment, and to make a

wider economic, social and cultural contribution. Arrayed around the concept of ‘graduate characteristics’, it was conceived as embracing transferable skills, lifelong learning, and ‘person-centred qualities’ including motivation, self-insight, social skills, the capacity to grow, flexibility, social sensitivity, numeracy, communication, problem-solving, teamwork, good judgement, positivity, integrity, creativity, innovation, metacognition and the capacity to manage ‘non-routine’ work. It was driven by concerns with ‘longer-term quality and sustainability of graduate-level employment’ across an entire working life, and changes in the labour market, such as occupational polarisation and underemployment. In journalism, this often meant prematurely exiting the traditional institutional media, which nevertheless exercised enormous influence over journalism education. Employability lay ‘at the core of the dichotomy between industrial and academic approaches to journalism education’. The Higher Education Review Group nominated employability as a priority theme for three successive years (2013-2016). The Confederation of British Industry declared that ‘Businesses want graduates who not only add value but who have the skills to help transform their organisation in the face of continuous and rapid economic and technological change’. Summarising the argument in favour of employability as a key measure of student attainment, the Higher Education Funding Council for England noted, ‘In their lifetimes, graduates have varied careers; their HE experiences should prepare them with the capability to make a smooth transition to work, but equally give them the opportunity for intellectual and personal development, to be effective and adaptable within a rapidly changing economy and society’.

III. LIFE IN AND OUT OF JOURNALISM

Recent literature has suggested more nuanced ways of capturing journalists’ lived experiences of work in an era of occupational crisis. What has emerged in aggregate is a reflection of a hollowing-out of the occupation, with journalists reporting a degradation of work (feeling like ‘errand boys’); others striving to maintain their status, and some embracing innovation and entrepreneurship. Those who believe the work is being deskilled complain of speed-up, diminishing resources and falling standards: for them, journalism has become more like working in a factory. Others see opportunities for upskilling and new ways of doing journalism. Those in the middle-skilled cohort, usually working in bureaucratic settings, recognise their employment status vulnerability and are cynical towards their employers. Many appear resigned to simply exiting journalism altogether. Although professional efficacy among journalists has been historically high – almost 70% of UK journalists who had lost their jobs said they were pleased they had chosen journalism as a career – studies have reported disenchantment with the occupation. Common complaints have been a lack of agency, declining autonomy and burn-out. Journalists have spoken about their work being purely technical with ‘no intellectual depth’; having difficulty initiating ‘novel practices … suggest[ing] unconventional stories’; a ‘feeling that you cannot improve and learn new things’: being a kind of ‘assembly-line worker’. Even among very experienced journalists reporting a degradation of work (feeling like ‘errand boys’); others striving to maintain their status, and some embracing innovation and entrepreneurship. Those who believe the work is being deskilled complain of speed-up, diminishing resources and falling standards: for them, journalism has become more like working in a factory. Others see opportunities for upskilling and new ways of doing journalism. Those in the middle-skilled cohort, usually working in bureaucratic settings, recognise their employment status vulnerability and are cynical towards their employers. Many appear resigned to simply exiting journalism altogether. Although professional efficacy among journalists has been historically high – almost 70% of UK journalists who had lost their jobs said they were pleased they had chosen journalism as a career – studies have reported disenchantment with the occupation. Common complaints have been a lack of agency, declining autonomy and burn-out. Journalists have spoken about their work being purely technical with ‘no intellectual depth’; having difficulty initiating ‘novel practices … suggest[ing] unconventional stories’; a ‘feeling that you cannot improve and learn new things’: being a kind of ‘assembly-line worker’.


Australian journalists, a number regarded leaving journalism as improving their working lives.

IV. METHOD

The data for the present study were sourced from the 2014 issue of the City University London Department of Journalism annual magazine XCity. There were 899 alumni entries for the years 1982-1983 to 2011-2012. Discounting small numbers of duplications, errors and nul records, the career experiences of 889 alumni were collected. These were drawn from the diploma course (1982-2006), the optional diploma/Master’s course (2007-2009) and the Master’s course (2010-2012) in newspaper journalism. The diploma course 1977-1982 was discounted because, although accredited by the NCTJ and designed to graduate newspaper journalists, it was not a named newspaper journalism programme. The 2013 graduates were not included in the survey because research suggested that the first year following graduation was atypical.

It was not possible to calculate accurately what percentage of the total population of PGT newspaper graduates for the period were represented. University enrolment data were available for only the last nine years. These suggested an under-reporting of the population of 4.1%. Correcting the dataset accordingly, the survey sample appeared to capture 95% of the relevant alumni. Problems with the data included not only where the numbers of graduates reporting career experiences were less than the official enrolment figures (five out of the nine latest years) but also where they exceeded the rolls (two incidences in the nine years). It seemed that only those alumni with employment to report appeared in the full dataset. Certainly, no unemployment was recorded. As the data were based largely on self-reporting, prestige bias may have exacerbated this tendency. Consequently, it is likely that the data over-reported employment.

Each alumnus/a entry contained from one to several career experiences. As this was a study of career experiences (the participation of alumni over time in the labour market) each type of experience entered by a graduate was counted separately. Therefore, apart from data on unique experiences, the figures referred to work experiences not individual alumni. Among alumni who graduated in the most recent years, it was not always possible to determine in particular whether they worked in an online or offline environment as many listed only their employer (for example, Telegraph Media Group [TMG]) where editorial practices were converged. In such instances, the main business of the employer (in the case of TMG, newspaper publication) was entered. This may have also inflated the proportion of newspaper work experiences (and deflated the occurrence of online employment).

Employment as a newspaper journalist was counted if the alumnus/a listed a national daily or Sunday or regional or local or recognised international title: these ranged from The Wall Street Journal to the Wandsworth Borough News. Periodical publications, such as The Times Higher Education, were not included; nor were entries which indicated that the graduate worked in a newspaper’s online environment (MailOnline, ft.com). The roles included reporter, correspondent, critic, sub-editor, assistant editor, etc.; roles such as blogger were excluded. In any event, the data were used heuristically to inform debate around the nature, purpose and outcomes of vocationally-oriented newspaper journalism programmes in relation to the post-graduation careers of alumni rather than to demonstrate statistical significance.

DATA

Notwithstanding the university’s assertion about preparing students for first jobs in newspapers, as noted, over three decades the proportion of alumni from this programme entering first jobs in newspapers actually decreased. Furthermore, those starting their careers on the regional or local press collapsed. Only between a fifth and a third were working in newspapers 20-30 years later, and of them as many as three quarters appeared to have worked outside newspapers at some time. Even where alumni had graduated 10 or fewer years, a third were no longer working in newspapers. Few (between no more than one in six and one in three) stayed in newspaper journalism for their entire careers to date. As newspaper journalism became less popular as a first destination, over 30 years women moved from a slight minority (44%) to a small majority (51%) in that area, and were more likely to make that their only career (30% to 46%). That gender distribution was exaggerated in first destinations in the regional and local press: women comprised a minority (42.75%) among the cohort which graduated in 1983-1992 but 77.5% in the 2003-2012 cohort. However, women were less likely than men to stay in newspaper journalism. After 20-30
years, only 30% of those still in newspapers were women; after 10-20 years that number was less than 42%. On the other hand, an increasing proportion of these women (16% to 42%) used a first job in this sector to upgrade to employment in the national press.

What else did these alumni do? The longer the alumni had been graduated, the more varied careers they reported. The most common other jobs (listed by frequency of mention) included PR and associated work and freelancing. However, although the numbers of alumni taking up freelancing as a first job rose over time (from 4% to 7%) they remained low. Nevertheless, freelancing at some time during their careers was relatively commonplace: between a quarter and one in six or seven had done so. Similarly, between a fifth and one in seven had some PR or related work experience. Almost a quarter of the most recent graduates had no work experience in any traditional print media. That figure had risen from an average of around 16% in the earlier periods. Two in 15 (13.5%) reported work experience outside journalism, PR and any related occupation. Their jobs included academic/teacher; politician and civil servant; therapist; landlord; investment banker; lawyer; horse trainer; wine-maker, and literary agent, as well as novelist/writer/author.

Did these alumni substitute working in journalism in other media? The most common alternative experience was with the wire services/news agencies (Reuters, Press Association, Associated Press, Agence France-Presse, etc.). The numbers reporting having worked in this area increased over time until almost a quarter of the most recently graduated alumni said they had had this kind of experience. A similar number in this cohort reported having had jobs in online/multimedia domains, although the increase over time was much steeper. Experience in online environments grew from zero among those who graduated in the earliest years (1983-1985) to more than a quarter of the most recent alumni (2008-2012). Those who graduated between 2003 and 2012 reported having jobs as social media editors, heads of online content, web producers, digital publishers, multimedia journalists, community publishers, search engine optimisation managers, data editors and bloggers in a range of media, including BBC Online, Yahoo! News, BuzzFeed, Huffington Post, Skysports.com, the MailOnline and ft.com, and working on a variety of platforms. Employment in other traditional print media (outside national and regional and local newspapers, and chiefly in magazines) remained constant over the 30 years. On the other hand, the number of alumni reporting having worked in broadcasting fell from more than 30% among the 1983-1992 cohort to only 8.8% among those who graduated between 2003 and 2012. Those for whom newspapers were their first employment destination were also 40% less likely to have worked outside journalism, the media and communications altogether.

VI. DISCUSSION

The population of PGT alumni surveyed in this study was socially and economically advantaged – a key part of the incremental century-long process of the graduatisation, professionalisation and social segregation of UK journalism. These alumni leveraged their access to expensive and exclusive PGT professional education to enter higher-skilled work. Among those qualifying for work in journalism through a different, lower-level route, employment rates in journalism were considerably lower. However, newspaper journalism attracted no more than a bare majority of these PGT graduates – and even those stayed a relatively short period of time working in the press. From the late 1980s (well before the 21st century crisis in journalism) they had all but abandoned middle-skilled employment in the regional and local press. Here there was a gender dimension with women overwhelmingly entering this most precarious of employment, suggesting a negative form of feminisation. Most alumni indicated having portfolio careers of one kind or another. A significant minority – perhaps a third – reported working at some time outside journalism (in PR and related work). Of these, more than four in ten had left all kinds of media-related employment. A further quarter said they had spent time in the indeterminate role of a freelance. Bureaucratic employment in other forms of journalism outside newspapers seemed not to be offering adequate alternatives; for example, the BBC, the largest employer of journalists in the UK, was itself shedding jobs. The study did not capture either periods of unemployment of part-time working.

This PGT alumni cohort clearly had a privileged entrée to higher-skilled employment in journalism. However, holding a Master’s degree in journalism correlated over time increasingly weakly with permanent employment in bureaucractic media settings, and especially in the press notwithstanding the focus of their course of study. Although


the hollowing-out of journalism left some disgruntled with the occupation, voluntary severance was probably less a factor than redundancy. Consequently, the issues they faced were those of changes within mainstream journalism – a qualitative shift from stability to precariousness, and demands for enhanced skills, calling on innovation, enterprise, critical thinking, the capacity to contribute to ‘the future trajectories of the industry in crisis’ as well as to undertake rigorous journalism. In other words, a socially-responsible higher education would prepare journalism students for employability not the replication of existing, perhaps outmoded, practice.
